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ABSTRACT
As Software Product Lines (SPLs) are now more widely applied in new application fields such as IT or Web systems, complex and large-scale configurations have to be handled. In these fields, the strong domain orientation leads to the need to manage interrelated SPLs and multiple instances of configured sub-products, resulting in complex configurations that cannot be easily represented by simple sets of features. In this paper we propose a tooled approach to manage such SPLs through a domain model that interrelates several feature models in a consistent way. The approach thus shifts part of the domain knowledge to the problem space and supports the derivation of complex configurations with multiple instantiations and associations of sub-products. We also report on the application of our approach to an industrial-strength software development in the field of digital signage.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.10 [Software Engineering]: Design—Methodologies, Representation; D.2.13 [Software Engineering]: Reusable Software—Domain engineering, Reuse models
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software Product Line (SPL) engineering is concerned with systematically reusing development assets in an application domain [10, 23]. It is similar to mass customization in traditional industry, aiming to develop and evolve software systems as quality products, with reduced development effort and time-to-market. Planned and systematic reuse is facilitated within a family of systems by encapsulating the common and variable aspects into reusable software artifacts. SPL development starts with a first phase of domain engineering, which analyses the domain to identify variability and usually capture it in a model, such as a Feature Model (FM). Features are domain abstractions relevant to stakeholders, typically increments in program functionality [4], while a FM is an AND-OR graph with propositional constraints that define features and their valid combinations in configurations [12, 26]. The second phase of SPL development, application engineering, ideally relies on generative techniques to produce a tailored software product from a configuration. With their increasing usage in many application domains and especially in software-intensive systems, many factors contribute to the amplified size and complexity of SPLs. In our work, we are focusing on the variability models expressed in FMs, which are used in these SPLs and increase in the same way.

Variability modeling is now used in different contexts, life cycle stages and parts of software systems. As new application fields in which SPL techniques are gaining attention appear, i.e., information systems and Web infrastructures, the SPL community needs to tackle new challenges to improve the expressiveness of variability models and to manage their overwhelming complexity. These domains indeed face an increasing complexity in managing the diversity of end-user profiles and devices [21]. But customization of products and even composition of customized sub-products are also strong demands from end-users. Some companies are moving towards the development of systems-of-systems [9] or software ecosystems [7]. In all these contexts, there is a need to support a process to handle complex configurations at the end-user level. In our experience in building and maintaining a complete SPL of Web-based digital signage systems, we have also clearly identified this issue [29]. Tackling it implies to deal with the domain model itself, i.e., the concepts and relationships as they inherently are found in the targeted domain.

A complex configuration would then be a composition of domain element instances linked according to relationships defined by the domain representation.

The contribution of this paper is thus to describe a tool-supported approach, called SpineFM, allowing to design SPLs that handle complex configurations that are made explicit as a representation of the product domain model. The approach relies on a domain model that represents the concepts of the software family, their multiplicities and relationships, some FMs associated to each concept, and constraints between these FMs. This organization allows for representing a form of composite configuration as an instance of the domain model in which all elements refer to consistent FM configurations. Configuration is then driven by a staged [11] and order-free process. It relies on a propagation algorithm that ensures, at each configuration step, the consistency of the built configuration through the automated propagation of configuration actions. We also report on the application of the approach on an industrial-strength case study and on some experiments to evaluate its performance and scalabil-
2. HANDLING COMPLEX CONFIGURATIONS

2.1 Related Work
As feature modeling [20] is widely used to describe the variability of a domain, different extensions or techniques have been proposed to enhance the scalability of their usage [24].

Several extensions to the original formalism have been proposed to allow cardinality in feature models, or references between distinct feature models [11, 16]. We can cite in particular the work of Csarnecki et al. who define both a formalism for FM with cardinality and references, and a process to realize multi-staged configurations [11]. This improves the expressiveness of FMs but still, the need for organizing the captured information from the domain in a class model has been also identified and proposals have been made [5, 25, 3].

On the other hand, support for composing FMs (foundations and tools) has been proposed [2]. It focuses on a sound semantics for FM merging, but does not address the configuration process. Moreover in some of their applications, different ad hoc DSLs realized the dynamic composition of FMs according to user choices, not making explicit the domain model and its relationships [5].

As creating and maintaining a single FM is not desirable for large systems [13, 15, 14], approaches for separating FMs according to different concerns [2] or views [18] have been proposed and tool ed. This can help in solving simple relationships between different FMs, e.g., when FMs are layered [19], when external and internal variabilities are distinguished [23, 22], or when a view is explicitly tailored to simplify the configuration process for a specific usage [18].

Another complexity factor is the multiple nature of certain SPL usages, e.g., when independent suppliers describe the variability of their different products [11, 16], when several SPLs should be integrated to form a multiple SPL [15, 13, 17], or when subsystems are modular variable entities that need to be put together in a consistent way [8, 3].

Multiple software product lines have been proposed in various works, and under different terms, as another solution to tame the growing complexity of SPLs. Holl et al. realized an interesting survey that gives the following definition of multi product lines: “a set of several self-contained but still interdependent product lines that together represent a large-scale or ultra-large-scale system” [17]. They identify several capabilities in actual multi product lines, proposing more advanced features like dynamic checking or collaborative configuration support. Dhungana et al. propose with Invor to manage the heterogeneity of SPLs integrating the different variability modeling approaches in order to define and use the multi product line as a whole [14]. In particular, they define a way to express dependencies between variability models which inspires our own approach.

However most of the proposed solutions strongly bound the problem space and the solution space, assuming that stakeholders designing the SPL and configuring it have the same domain knowledge. For example, the approach proposed by Bak et al. with Claf er allows to realize a unique model mapping directly the variability of the problem space, generally represented as a feature model, to the solution space, represented as a class-based metamodel [5]. However, combining the domain knowledge inside a unique Claf er model imposes to learn another paradigm of modeling, which can be error prone as many notions are mixed.

In our approach we propose to keep the modeling paradigms (class models and feature models) separated while using them in combination. This is similar to the work of Rosenmüller et al. as they use a class model to represent the different instances of the SPLs which occur in the final configuration [25]. The configuration then consists in realizing the different instances by selecting the features for each SPL instance. We consider our approach as an extension to this work, as we show in this paper how to provide more flexibility in the creation of the first model representing the SPL instances, and how to ensure the consistency of the whole configuration product in a dynamic way, during the user configuration process.

2.2 Running Example
Our approach has been used to develop a complete SPL that will be described in Section 7 for evaluation purpose. In the rest of the paper, we will use the following running example inspired from the Home Automation System [23]. The objective is to configure a software system to control the different sensors and actuators of a house.

![Figure 1: Domain model of the example](image)

Figure 1 gives a very high point of view of a House: it is an aggregation of Rooms, each Room containing at least one Opening. The House itself has at least one opening. In our scenario, these concepts will be kept in the configuration space as classes and each of them supports some variability represented by a FM. Figure 2 depicts these FMs. The House can have a central computer to manage globally temperature, luminosity and security. Openings can be Doors or Windows, the windows can be a smart tinted glass and have roller stores. We also can put a lock on each opening and a sensor can be put to give the opening state. Each room can have sensors and actuators to manage temperature, presence or lightning. Moreover the FM expresses some internal constraints such as “Temperature implies Thermostat”.

Constraints between these FMs must also be considered (cf. red arrows in Figure 2). For example, each time a room is configured with a Locking actuator, a Lock on each opening of this local room must also be created. Looking globally at the house, a central security system could oblige, for example, to have a lock on each opening, to have presence sensors, opened state sensors, roller store actuators and locking actuators.

Consequently we want to be able to create configurations...
of an House instance that conforms to these specifications. Figure 3 gives two examples of such valid configurations. The first configuration, at the top, is a minimal valid configuration respecting both the domain model and the feature models. The second configuration is a bit more complex, but it also respects all given constraints.

2.3 Overview of the Approach
Our approach is summarized on Figure 4. The SpineFM toolchain allows to design SPLs so to create composite configurations. In SpineFM, a SPL is defined by (i) a domain model that represents, at the end-user level, the concepts of the software family, their multiplicities, and how these concepts are interrelated; (ii) FMs that capture the commonalities and variabilities of each concept, also at end-user level; and (iii) constraints between these FMs.

For example, in our running example, the SPL is defined by the domain and FMs respectively depicted in Figure 1 and 2. These concepts are defined in a dedicated metamodel presented in section 3. Our solution supports end-user definitions of complex configurations, i.e., an instance of the domain model, whose elements refer to FM configurations. The configurations introduced in the previous section and depicted in Figure 3 are representations of our composite configurations for the running example.

The part of the metamodel formalizing composite configurations and concepts underlying the derivation process are described in section 4. These composite configurations serve as inputs for a dedicated generation tool that builds concrete products, but in this paper, we only focus on its definition and the configuration stages. The derivation process is based on a propagation algorithm that continuously ensures the consistency of the partial composite configuration by automatically triggering configuration actions with respect to model instances and previous actions. The algorithm and its properties are described in section 5.

3. A DOMAIN MODEL WITH INTERRELATED FMS
The domain model and its related FMs serve both to design the SPL and to drive the user through the derivation process. Figure 5 shows an excerpt of the metamodel that defines the concepts supported in a domain model. These concepts are organized in three packages: DomainMetamodel gathers concepts for the domain elements, associations and multiplicities, FMMetamodel contains all concepts to represent and manipulate FMs, and finally RFModel consists of concepts managing constraints between FMs.

![Figure 2: Feature models and excerpt of relations](image)

![Figure 3: Example of two valid configurations](image)

![Figure 4: Overview of the approach](image)

![Figure 5: Domain model and interrelated FMs](image)
3.1 Concepts, Associations and Multiplicities
In the domain model, concepts are Domain Elements (DE) and associations between them are DEAssociation. Each DE is related to a FM representing its specific variability. Associations are not oriented and two domain elements are only related by a unique association. This enables to focus on a unique association when relating their FMs. Each DE supports its own multiplicity to allow its multiple instantiations in configurations. Associations extremities (DEAssociationEnd in the metamodel) also express multiplicities to control the number of associated instances of DE. Unbounded multiplicities are supported and bounded multiplicities are limited to 0 or 1. The different restrictions on the domain model enables to simplify the interrelations between FMs, but in our experience, this is expressive enough to capture and represent complex configurations.

Figure 1 shows a domain model using all these concepts: House, Room and Opening are domain elements; the three relations (the two contains and the hasGateways) are DEAssociations; we only represent the multiplicities on associations extremities on this figure.

3.2 Representation of Feature Models
Each domain element is an abstraction of a configuration space, i.e., a FM capturing some variability. The package FMModel provides concepts to represent and manipulate such FMs. A FeatureModel is a set of Features and Constraints. Each Feature, except the root, is a part of a Group which has an attribute specifying its state between Mandatory, Optional, Or, Alternative-Or and Mutex.

SPINEFM supports different FM formalisms (e.g., SPLOT, FeatureIDE, TVL and FML) by delegating operations on FMs to an external reasoning engine. For example, the three FMs in Figure 2 could have been represented using differently SPLOT, FeatureIDE and TVL, at the same time.

From now on, we use the term “sub-configuration” to qualify indifferently an instance of a DE or a configuration of a FM: we formalize this notion in section 4.1.1.

3.3 Restriction Functions
Associations between DEs also aims at managing the relations between configuration spaces. As different sub-configurations are not necessarily compatible, constraints between FMs must be expressed and enforced. For example, in section 2.2 we expressed that a House with a “SecurityManager” imposes to have a “Lock” and an “OpenedState” sensor for each Opening, as well as a “Presence” sensor and “Locking” actuator for each Room. In SPINEFM these relations will be expressed as constraints or rules such as if I select SecurityManager in House, the feature Lock is automatically selected in my future sub-configuration of Opening.

The package RFModel provides concepts to express such rules. These rules are grouped in a RestrictionFunction that complements DEAssociations. A restriction function is oriented from a source FM to a target one, and contains several Rules. A rule is defined as a trigger from an instance of the source and an action to be performed on an instance of the target. The trigger is a ConfigurationState, it represents a specific state of a FM configuration (the sets of selected features and the set of deselected ones). SPINEFM supports different actions on FMs (ActionOnFM concept): select or deselect on a feature, and addConstraint to add a new cross-tree constraint in the FM.

Finally, as associations are not oriented and restriction functions are, they must be implemented in both ways of the associations. In order to ease the design of the SPL, the inverse restriction functions and rules are automatically computed and maintained by SPINEFM.

4. DERIVING A COMPOSITE CONFIGURATION
The domain model and related FMs are also used to derive composite configurations in a consistent way. Figure 6 shows an excerpt of the four packages in the SPINEFM metamodel that deal with composite configurations: a ConfigurationModel represents a composite configuration; ProcessModel captures concepts to derive consistent configurations in a non-ordered process; SystemActionModel and UserActionModel are used to realize derivation actions on the SPL. To simplify the representation, we do not show on Figure 6 all available actions, neither all references between SystemActions and the different concepts of the metamodel.

4.1 Composite Configurations
The configuration of a SPINEFM SPL is defined by a CompositeConfiguration, which is a composition of linked SubConfigurations. A SubConfiguration is itself a FM configuration related to a domain element instance. The CompositeConfiguration contains Links that connect a source sub-configuration to a target one. It is important to note that a Link refers to a related DEAssociation as it can be seen as an instance of this association.

Figure 3 depicts two examples of such composite configurations containing respectively 3 and 6 sub-configurations for the different domain elements House, Room and Opening. In the first composite configuration, the link between
the sub-configurations “fromDoor” and “home” corresponds to the association “hasGateways” defined in Figure 1 that relates House and Opening.

4.1.1 Properties

A SubConfiguration is a configuration of a FM as defined by Benavides et al. : “Given a FM with a set of features $F$, a configuration is a 2-tuple of the form $(S,R)$ such that $S \cap R = \emptyset$. ” [6]. A configuration is defined as a ConfigurationState in which each feature of the FM belongs either to the set of selected or deselected features w.r.t. to the FM semantics (i.e., cross-tree constraints and feature groups are respected). A composite configuration is valid and complete w.r.t. to a domain model if (i) multiplicities of associations are respected, (ii) multiplicities of concepts are respected, and (iii) sub-configurations are valid and compatible. The composite configuration then conforms to the domain model.

Both composite configurations presented in Figure 3 are conforms to the domain model presented in Figure 1 following this definition. Multiplicities of associations are respected: the House is connected to a unique Opening in both composite configurations, each House has at least one Room and each Room one Opening. Assuming we can only instantiate a unique House per composite configuration, and as many Rooms and Openings as desired, multiplicities of concepts are respected too. Finally each sub-configuration is valid w.r.t. its FM and linked sub-configurations are compatible. For example, the “entrance” sub-configuration (second composite configuration on Figure 3) contains a “Locking” feature, so it is linked to Opening sub-configurations with “Lock” feature as expressed by red arrows in Figure 2.

Moreover we define the consistency of the SPL as the realizability of each sub-configurations of the SPL [22]. This means that for all valid sub-configuration of each domain element, it exists a minimal composite configuration conforming to the domain model that contains it. In other words, the SPL does not contain any “dead” sub-configurations, by analogy with the dead features definition in feature modeling.

4.2 Derivation Process

SPINEFM must ensure that the derivation of a composite configuration is an order free process. The user is thus only authorized to do specific actions, which are based on her previously done actions. SPINEFM then manages different contexts of configuration, so to support a staged composite configuration process, enabling partial configurations without obeying any predefined configuration workflow.

We distinguish two kinds of actions in our system: user actions (package UserActionModel), and system actions (package SystemActionModel). User actions provide a high level of abstraction to realize coarse-grained actions such as selecting a feature or linking two sub-configurations. Moreover these actions create and orchestrate the system actions, which manipulate the different concepts of the metamodel. Different kinds of system and user actions exist, e.g., , to create a configuration, a link, or rename elements, but we only deal here with actions on FMs, corresponding to selection/deselection of features, and creation of cross-tree constraints inside FMs.

The different actions realized on FMs can have impacts (i.e., selection or deselection) on the other ones, following the restriction functions. For example, we explain in Section 2.2 that if a feature “Security Manager” is selected in the House sub-configuration, then some features must be selected in all sub-configurations of Room and Opening. The key idea is that realizing this sub-configuration of the House will globally impact all the other sub-configurations of Room and Opening. We use here the term “global” to insist on the fact that all further sub-configurations will be impacted. On the other hand, if we select in a specific Room sub-configuration a “Locking” actuator, then only the associated (but all of them) Opening sub-configurations should have a “Lock” feature. This means that realizing a sub-configuration of the Room will locally impact the sub-configurations of Opening. The term “local” expresses here that impacts are only localized on few sub-configurations.

To manage these impacts and their propagation, we define the notion of Context. A unique Global Context manages all the global impacts and many Local Contexts are used for the local ones. More precisely, information about the impacts are contained in the concept of ConfigurationProcessStep (CPS), which represents a FM being configured. A CPS contains: (i) a reference to the domain element it represents; (ii) references to the actions done on the FM; and (iii) the current configuration state of the associated FM (see section 3.3).

A context only contains a unique CPS for each DE. Moreover, contexts are closely related to the multiplicity of the DEs. If a DE can be instantiated only once (upper multiplicity is 1) in a composite configuration, then there is no need to keep another CPS for this DE on each context. We only need a unique CPS contained in the global context to represent the state of this DE. However if a DE can be instantiated many times, it does not mean its CPS will only exist in a local context. In fact, each context (local and global) of the system will contain a CPS for these DEs.

We illustrate the notion of context with the following scenario: A user starts the derivation by selecting the feature “Sensors” in a Room. Now if she continues by selecting the feature “SecurityManager” in the DE House, the CPS of House in the global context is impacted, as the House can only be present once in a composite configuration. As some rules are associated to this feature (see red arrows on Figure 2), the CPS of Room in the global context is also impacted to select “Presence”, “RollerStore” and “Locking” once for all: all the further Rooms she could create need to have these features selected. But at this moment, these 3 features are not selected in the CPS of Room in the first local context, and that could lead to inconsistent user actions (e.g., deselecting “RollerStore”). That is why the same impacts are also applied in the CPS of Room in the first local context, selecting the 3 features “Presence”, “RollerStore” and “Locking”.

Consequently the ContextManager can be seen as the wizard of the derivation process. It contains all the contexts of the system and manages the different operations to create new contexts and to propagate actions through them.

5. PROPAGATION

In order to propagate the actions triggered by restriction functions through the different contexts of the system, SPINEFM relies on a propagation algorithm. The propagation is triggered from a CPS that belongs to a context. Each time a user does an action like selecting or deselecting a feature, the
propagation is triggered from the impacted CPS. A strong hypothesis to use this propagation algorithm is that the SPL must be consistent (see section 4.1.1).

We thus check the SPL consistency each time a new subconfiguration is added into the SPL. This checking process uses our propagation algorithm to verify the compatibility of a sub-configuration with the others. However we can reduce the complexity of the process by considering the domain model as a graph and restricting propagations to the bi-connected domain elements. Considering the SPL as consistent, adding a new sub-configuration only requires to check few connected components to ensure the realizability of the new part.

5.1 Description of the Algorithm

The algorithm is recursive and comprises four main steps: (i) it computes the actions to be triggered in the different CPSs of the same context, following the associations; (ii) it applies the actions on the targeted CPS; (iii) for each impacted CPS that belongs to the global context, it applies the same impacts to all CPS related to the same domain element in local contexts; and finally (iv) it triggers back the propagation from each newly impacted CPS.

We now describe the main functions of the propagation algorithm. We consider that the GlobalContext (noted GC) and the set of LocalContexts (noted SetOfLocalContexts) are global variables accessible from everywhere. We also use a dot notation similar to the Java implementation.

Function 1 propagate(cps:CPS, cont:Context):void

1. setOfCPS := restriction(cps, cont)
2. recursePropagation(setOfCPS, cont)

Function 1 is the entry point of the propagation. It takes as inputs a CPS impacted by an action and its related context. This function first computes and applies actions on CPSs of the same context. Then the list of resulting impacted CPSs is used to trigger the propagation recursively and apply global impacts in local contexts.

Function 2 restriction(cps:CPS, cont:Context):Set

1. result := ∅
2. deSrc := cps.getCDE()
3. assocSrc := deSrc.getAssociation()
4. for all assoc ∈ assocSrc do
5. deTarget := assocSrc.getOtherEnd(deSrc)
6. multTarget = deTarget.getMultiplicity()
7. if multTarget.upperBound() = 1 then
8. cpsTarget := GC.getCmpSoDE(deTarget)
9. else
10. cpsTarget := cont.getCmpSoDE(deTarget)
11. setOfActionsToDo := getActions(assoc, cps)
12. for all action in setOfActionsToDo do
13. if cpsTarget.getActionsDone() ∩ action = ∅ then
14. result.add(cpsTarget)
15. action.set(cpsTarget)
16. action.apply()
17. return result

Function 2 computes and applies actions to be triggered on CPSs that belong to the same context as the original action. It takes as inputs the CPS that is responsible for the propagation and its associated context. To ease reading in the following, we call this context the propagation context. The function iterates on associations to which the DE belongs (lines 4 to 16). For each association, the target DE is the one referenced by the other association end (line 5). Then the CPS to target is selected w.r.t. to the multiplicity of the target DE (lines 7 to 10): if the DE has a upper multiplicity of 1, then the CPS must be retrieved from the global context, otherwise it is taken from the propagation context. The function iterates on the list of actions to trigger on targeted CPS (line 11, this function is detailed below). Finally it iterates on each action (line 12), verifies that the action has not been yet applied on the targeted CPS (line 13) and if not, it adds the targeted CPS to the resulting list of impacted CPSs (line 14) and applies the action (lines 15-16).

Function 3 getActions(asso:DEAssociation, cps:CPS):Set

1. result := ∅
2. CS := cps.getCPS()
3. for all rf ∈ asso.getRestrictionFunctions() do
4. for all rule ∈ rf.getRules() do
5. ruleCS = rule.getState()
6. if ruleCS ∩ CS = ruleCS then
7. result.add(rule.getAction())
8. return result

Function 3 compares a list of rules with a configuration state and selects which actions to apply on a CPS. It takes as inputs an association and the CPS triggering the actions. To compute the actions to apply, the function starts by getting the ConfigurationState (CS) corresponding to the CPS (line 2). Then it iterates on each rule of each restriction function of the association (lines 3-4) and checks whether a CS of a rule matches with the CS returned from the CPS (line 6): a match means that a rule can be fired. The matching part consists in computing the intersection between two CS, which directly corresponds to the intersection of their respective sets of selected and deselected features.

Function 4 recursePropagation(setOfCPS:Set, cont:Context):void

1. for all cps ∈ setOfCPS do
2. deTarget := cps.getCPS()
3. multTgt := deTarget.getMultiplicity()
4. if (multTgt.upperBound() = 1) or (cont = GC) then
5. propagate(cps, GC)
6. if not multTgt.upperBound() = 1 then
7. for all locCts ∈ SetOfLocalContexts do
8. localCPS := locCts.mergeWithCPS(cps)
9. propagate(localCPS, locCts)
10. else
11. propagate(cps, cont)

Function 4 then performs the propagation recursively. It takes as inputs the set of CPS which has been impacted by restrictions (Function 2) and the propagation context. The function iterates on each CPS handling two possibilities. The first one is the case where the CPS refers to a DE with a upper multiplicity higher than 1 and the context given as input is local, then the propagation is triggered with this CPS (line 11). If one of the previous conditions is not met, i.e., the CPS refers to a DE with a upper multiplicity of 1 or the context corresponds to the global context (line 4), the propagation is applied on the global context (line 5). However, if a CPS with a upper multiplicity higher than 1 is impacted in the global context (line 6), then all CPSs referring to the same DE in local contexts must reflect the same impacts (line 7). This is exactly the case at the end of the last example of section 4.2. Actually the function mergeWithCPS, which takes a CPS as input, looks in the context to retrieve a CPS with the same referring DE and apply in this last CPS all actions applied in the CPS given in argument. Finally, as all local contexts can have new impacts, the propagation is also triggered from them.
5.2 Termination of the Algorithm
The propagation algorithm is based on actions triggered by a user action on a CPS. A CPS cannot be modified twice by the same action because of the idempotence of all supported actions. In Function 2 we check if an action has already been done (line 13) to reduce the algorithm complexity and to know exactly which CPSs have been impacted. Moreover, the system actions associated to restriction functions (and triggered by the propagation) are only FM actions to select or deselect features, or to add a constraint.

Consequently the configuration space associated to CPS is always decreasing, each step of the propagation reducing the number of allowed actions. This shows that the algorithm always terminates and a propagation results in the application of all the rules once on each context, in the worst case.

6. EVALUATION
In this section, we elaborate on the implementation and the evaluation of our approach based on a real-world case study. We evaluate our approach by tracing the derivation process while creating configurations. We want to verify the relevance of the approach w.r.t. (i) the need for complex configurations (see Section 6.4.1), (ii) the variability of the SPL (see Section 6.4.2), and (iii) impacts of the algorithm on propagation time (see Section 6.4.3) and memory usage (see Section 6.4.4). We also discuss the threats to validity regarding our evaluation.

6.1 Implementation
The solution described in this paper has been entirely implemented in Java 6 using the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) for the metamodeling part. SpineFM is constituted by more than 90 KLOC and around half of them are generated using EMF. It can be used through a REST API which allows to create any of the user actions. SpineFM is connected to the FAMILIAR DSL, which provides a language and API facilities to manipulate and reason on different feature model formalisms [1].

A generic user interface is also provided to support the derivation process. The interface is not dedicated to a specific domain model but uses meta-data associated to feature models and domain models [30]. The implementation of the interface uses the Javascript framework AngularJS and is around 7 KLOC. Finally a generation tool for YourCast products (YourCast is described more in details in the next section) has also been created using Java 6 and EMF, representing more than 95 KLOC. The tool relies on different EMF transformations, taking as input the composite configuration and the domain model, and transforming them to an architectural model of the solution. Then other transformations are applied to create specific component models until a final model-to-code transformation that uses templating facilities from the Velocity engine.

6.2 YourCast
YourCast [2] is a project initiated in 2011 which aims at creating an industrial-strength SPL for Digital Signage Systems (DSS) [28]. A DSS broadcasts dynamic information, mainly from the Web, typically targeting both public institutions and private companies. This project involved during two and half years around 30 contributors realizing more than 470 KLOC for the assets of the SPL and two software architects for the design of the SPL.

Several products have been generated using the complete toolchain mentioned above, including SpineFM as reasoning engine, the user interface to create the configuration and the generation part to create the concrete product. Some of the generated products have been notably deployed on several university campuses, on our laboratory, during conferences, or for big events like the “Choralies” an event which involves more than 4000 of participants in the south of France. We discuss in the following paragraphs the realization of some of these products and use them as starting points to evaluate different aspects of the proposed approach.

6.3 Evaluation Setup
Using SpineFM, a DSS is captured at the domain level by 5 concepts: the Sources of information to display, the Renderers components to display information, the Transition components to move from a piece of information to another, the Zones where to put information on the screen and the Layout to organize the different zones and design the display. Figure 7 gives an overview of the YourCast domain model. We represent inside each domain element box the multiplicity associated to the concept (e.g., a DSS contains one layout and many sources). The domain model also contains 2 restriction functions by associations (one for each orientation of the association) and 174 rules, including the automatically computed inverse ones. The rules express constraints between component like type compatibility between Sources information and rendering components, and style compatibility between zones, renderers, layout, and transitions.

![Figure 7: YourCast Domain Model](image)

The table 1 gives some figures about feature models used in the YourCast project. Our feature models have small size in terms of features but are highly constrained, as they are actually automatically built by merging feature models describing individual products by using a logical operator defined in the FAMILIAR tool [2]. This operation allows us to manage the evolution of our feature models, however, it imposes to create a lot of constraints inside feature models [27].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th># Features</th>
<th># Constraints</th>
<th># Config.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sources</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renderers</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitions</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zones</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layouts</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: YourCast feature models

Our experimental setup consists in configuring different YourCast products to gather different kinds of metrics. All con-
Figures have been realized on a virtual machine exploiting a Linux Debian 6.0.8 system with 4096 Mb of RAM and 4 CPUs at 2.4 GHz. The toolchain was running on a Tomcat 6 application server limited to 512 Mb of memory. The Java version used was 1.6.0 build 26.

The configurations have all been realized by two different users through our configuration interface. Both users were already familiar with the DSS domain and with the configuration interface.

### 6.4 Result Analysis

#### 6.4.1 Realized configurations

We show in table 2 the metrics gathered after the derivation process of 5 deployed YourCast products (named A to E). They cover different product sizes, that one can estimate by adding numbers of sub-configurations and links. It is interesting to note that no particular workflow has been used to build these products: e.g., some products have been created starting by the layout, others by features, showing the order-free capability of the configuration process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sub-config. links</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>contexts</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User act.</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>208.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sys. act.</td>
<td>4111</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>2835</td>
<td>2703</td>
<td>7218</td>
<td>3543.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto. act.</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>1492</td>
<td>624.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM actions</td>
<td>3480</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>2373</td>
<td>2304</td>
<td>7526</td>
<td>2918.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% user act.</td>
<td>5.56</td>
<td>7.42</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% sys. act.</td>
<td>94.07</td>
<td>92.58</td>
<td>93.60</td>
<td>94.02</td>
<td>95.40</td>
<td>94.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Metrics on YourCast Configurations

This gives some first insights on the configuration process. First, the number of sub-configurations and links seems to be always related, which is consistent as the composite configurations conforms to the domain model described in Figure 7. The number of contexts is also directly proportional to the number of configurations being built by the user.

The theoretical number of contexts is indeed bounded by the number of configurations: it corresponds to at least one context (the global one) and at most twice the number of configurations being built by the user, these extra contexts handling unbounded multiplicities (i.e., 1..*). We can notice that the average number of contexts is significantly lower than the upper bound of this theoretical number.

As for actions, we split the measure into four categories: we distinguish user actions and system actions as explained in 4.2. Then system actions are divided into two categories: the automatic actions, triggered by restriction functions, and the FM actions. These are implicit actions realized by FAMILIAR back-end solvers (SAT or BDD depending on the operations), when configuring the FM, so that it remains valid, e.g., selecting automatically a parent feature or applying a constraint. We observe that the number of user actions is very low in comparison with the total number of system actions, emphasizing the need for an automatic derivation process to create complex products. Moreover as the system actions are only feature model actions, it gives an interesting insight on the size a unique feature model would have to capture equivalent configurations (e.g., more than 4000 feature in case A). Finally we also observe that feature model actions are far more frequent than automatic actions.

Though our figures obviously depend on the design of our feature models, this shows that our approach can support a configuration process with automatic propagation while relying on feature models and usual solvers.

#### 6.4.2 Number of configurations

As the variability captured in an SPL is related to the number of configurations it represents, we determine how to compute a potential number of composite configurations given the domain model and the number of feature model configurations.

In YourCast, let $C_L$, $C_Z$, $C_R$, $C_S$ and $C_T$ be the respective number of configurations for Layout, Zone, Renderer, Source, and Transition elements (all figures are available in Table 1). We define $N$ as the total number of zones in a composite configuration, as a layout can be associated with many zones, and we define $R$ as the total number of renderers associated to a zone (assuming that each zone has the same number of renderers), as a zone can have many renderers. Then we can compute $N$, the number of potential composite configurations depending on $Z$ and $R$, following this formula:

$$N = \frac{C_L!}{(C_L - Z)!} \times \frac{C_Z!}{(C_Z - R)!} \times \frac{C_R!}{(C_R - S)!} \times \frac{C_S!}{(C_S - T)!} \times \frac{C_T!}{(C_T - Z)!} \times C_L$$

However $N$ is an upper bound of configurations, as it does not take into account the compatibility and restriction between products.

The average number of zones in the considered products is around 3 and the average number of renderers per zone is around 4. Then given $Z = 3$ and $R = 4$, we obtain $N = 2.28 \times 10^{32}$ potential complex configurations. Even if $Z = 1$ and $R = 1$, this leads to a composite configuration with only one instance of each concept, the number of available configurations being $N = 26,493,480$. The very high number of possible combinations emphasizes the high variability and the great complexity of the SPLs one can manage with the proposed approach.

#### 6.4.3 Propagation time

In our approach the propagation algorithm is key to the configuration process. Therefore it is essential that propagation time remains short enough to keep the user focus on her configuration task. During the 5 configurations described in Table 2, 266 propagations occurred (propagations are part of user actions). We also gathered metrics on them, presented in Table 3, classifying them by the length of the propagation path. We define a propagation path as the number of CPS impacted during the propagation. The second column gives the number of occurrences of propagation of a given path length. The three last columns give respectively the average duration of the propagation in milliseconds, the average number of system actions and the average number of impacted contexts. The last line shows the total number of propagation occurrences, duration time, number of system actions and number of impacted contexts.

First we can notice that the 266 propagations on the 5 configurations involved more than 7000 system actions. A high percentage of these propagations only impact a single context, making the propagation very fast. It is interesting to note that propagations with a path length greater than 7
We also observe that, as expected, in average the longer is the path, the longer is the duration and the more there are system actions. The high duration number obtained for a path length of 3 is not absolutely clear for us, but it can partially be explained by the fact that most propagations of this length have been obtained during the last configuration (configuration E in Table 2), which involved a lot of artifacts. This has obliged the FAMILIAR reasoning engine to use the garbage collector, slowing down the whole execution. Finally we observe that the average number of impacted contexts is very low. Most of the impacts are very local, thus showing the good scalability of the propagation algorithm.

### 6.4.4 Memory usage

The propagation algorithm relies on the contexts, which are composite entities. Each new context contains as many CPS as concepts in the domain model. Each CPS is associated with a FM configuration through the FAMILIAR DSL. Thus we measured the memory footprint of SpineFM when augmenting artificially the number of contexts.

We show in Table 4 the result of the memory usage obtained with the bash command `free -m`.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Contexts</th>
<th>Used memory (Mb)</th>
<th>Free memory (Mb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>3301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>3138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>879</td>
<td>3136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>883</td>
<td>3132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>3082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>3001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>1015</td>
<td>2938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>850</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>2965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: SpineFM memory evolution by contexts

The first measure is taken after the Tomcat server launch, all services being ready: the reported memory usage is the footprint memory usage of the machine. For the second measure, we initialized SpineFM with YourCast information: the global context is automatically created. Then all other measures are taken after having activated some CreateContext user actions through the SpineFM API. Table 4 shows that from 1 to 1000 contexts, the consumed memory increases gradually, a thousand of contexts taking around 170 Mb of memory. This experiment points out that our tool easily supports configurations with thousands of sub-configurations for a SPL of the size of YourCast.

However we can also notice that the initialization of a first configuration of YourCast took 163 Mb of memory, which is significant. This amount of memory can be explained by the usage of FAMILIAR to manage our FMs: the first initialization of SpineFM with a domain model imposes to load the associated FMs in FAMILIAR, which is memory consuming. Moreover, in YourCast, FMs are defined as the result of a merging operation in FAMILIAR, which is also known to be memory consuming [2].

To emphasize the memory consumption related to SPL configurations (and not only due to context management), we measured the memory consumption during the realization of the 5 products given in Table 2. The measures, also obtained with the command `free -m`, are shown on Table 5. Here the memory consumption for the first configuration was around 175 Mb of memory: it corresponds to the first initialization of the system, as explained above. Afterwards, each configuration took less than 20 Mb of memory, which seems reasonable.

### 6.5 Threats to Validity

A first internal threat to validity concerns the termination of our algorithms. Even if we demonstrated in section 5.2 that our propagation algorithm terminates, bugs in the implementation could occur. The SpineFM implemented is thus completed by unit tests and some coverage of different scenarios in order to minimize such a risk. Moreover we are currently formalizing the whole approach, which will allow us to formally verify our set of algorithms. Another internal threat concerns our memory measures. Actually as SpineFM embeds the FAMILIAR toolkit, it is hard to distinguish what is really used by SpineFM or by FAMILIAR. A more complete evaluation based on the number of instantiated objects in SpineFM during a high number of configurations should give us more confidence in the first results presented here.

The main external threat to validity is related to the low number of experiments we currently conducted. We only applied our approach in one real case study with the YourCast project. Nevertheless the approach shows its usability during the project, and experiments on another real case study have already been scheduled to complement our results [29].

Another external threat to validity concerns the users involved in our evaluation as they already knew the YourCast system and the configuration interface. However we estimate that the obtained metrics are not strongly related to the user behaviors. Moreover we are actually conducting user experiments with ergonomists to evaluate the config-
uration process on the SpineFM user interface supporting undo actions. This should help us to improve both the configuration process and the interfaces for further evaluations.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described SpineFM, a toolled approach that allows to handle complex configurations in SPL. The SPL is then organized around a domain model and interrelated feature models. The approach enables users to create complex configurations in an order-free process, while being guided thanks to a consistent propagation of actions. We also reported on the application of the approach on the development of industrial-strength family of digital signage systems, showing its good performance on a medium-scale SPL.

At short term we are going to apply our approach to another real SPL of cyber-physical systems, aiming to refine and validate our proposals. A formalization of the whole set of algorithms will complement this validation. As future work, we plan to extend the SpineFM variability model to support attributed feature models and decision models, and to study more thoroughly the expressiveness of domain models w.r.t. UML model, so to extend its capabilities. As the order free configuration process is at the heart of our solution, we also plan to implement our algorithms inside a collaborative configuration environment.
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